JOIN WELL-READ MOM FOR
GREAT BOOKS AND FRIENDSHIP
OUR MISSION

THE MATERIALS

Well-Read Mom (WRM) accompanies
women in the reading of great books and
spiritual classics to encourage personal
growth, friendship, and meaningful
conversations in order to explore the
human condition and reorient ourselves to
what is good, beautiful, and true.

The Reading Companion is an enhanced
workbook format with author biographies, book
reflections, discussion questions, literary
criticism, reading log, and space to record your
favorite quotes and burning questions, or notes
from your meeting.
Monthly audios enrich your reading and group
discussion. Audios include an introduction to
each book that explains why it was chosen and
what to look for in the reading.

Our book selections for each year
correspond to one of the themes of a
woman's life: mother, daughter, sister,
friend, worker, pilgrim, contemplative,
artist, and sister.

Access to all of our podcasts on our favorite
themes such as restorative leisure, nurturing a
mother's heart, how to find more time to read,
and the relationship between reading great
books and affecting cultural change —texted
right to your smartphone.

MEMBERSHIP MATTERS
We want all women who participate in WellRead Mom to enjoy our beautiful materials.
When you join WRM, you're not just
purchasting a product, you're joining and
supporting a movement of women who want
to read more and read well!

You will also receive a beautiful bookmark
with our Year of the Artist artwork and book
list, and access to previous years' themes and
book lists.

For this reason, we are asking each woman
who participates in a group to officially
register with Well-Read Mom.

Register here and enclose a check for
$43.95 or join at WellReadMom.com.
First name:

All of the resources we provide for your
WRM experience are paid for by
membership, at a cost to you of less than
$3.50 a month.

Last name:
Address 1:
Address 2:

Well-Read Mom materials make it easy to
lead or be part of a group. Women who
consistently use the materials tell us they
have a richer experience of WRM and are
more connected to our mission.

Mailing address: Well-Read Mom

City/State:
Membership type (circle one): Member/Leader/On My Own
If group member, list eader name here:
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P.O. Box 502

|

Ironton, MN 56455

